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KILAUEA EAST RIFT ZONE n the site of frequent eruptive during historic 
times, and a substantial number of geophysical and geochemical studies conducted in the area indi- 
cate that it has the greatest geothermal potential of any locale in the state mates of i ts  potential 

100 to 3,000 megawatt cen 

UEA SOUTHWEST RIFT 

of electrical power. 

perienced intrusive activity as recently 
and although relatively l i t t le geophysical or geochemical work has been done here, aeromagnetic 
and resistivity anomalies have been studied. In addition, steaming ground and a warm coastal spring 
have been mapped along the rift. The area is considered to have a very high potential for a high tem- 
perature resource within 2 miles o ce; however, no estimate of i t s  capacity can be made 
with the data presently available. 

The SOUTHWEST RIFT Z AUNA LOA has experien 
recent geologic history. However, a limited resistivity survey across the I 
detect evidence of anomalies within .6 mile of the surface. 

ive activity during 

In NORTH KONA, mercury on surveys have identified a may be associ- 
d with a thermal source on the Hualalai southwest flank, infrared anomalies have been reported 
the coastal waters, and groundwater chemistry data suggest that some thermal alteration has 

occurred. Limited geophysical surveys, however, did not detect significant resistivity anomalies. If a 
geothermal resource is present in this location, it is highly likely to be o ntermediate tem- 
perature. 

HUALALAl WEST FLAN ctive during recent times as results of geologic map- 
ping suggest. Mercury and radon surveys here have identified weak anomalies associated with the 
very diffuse rift zone, and resistivity soundings near the summit have detected lower than expected 
resistivities a t  500- to 1,000-yard depths. The probability that a moderate temperature resource is 
present within 2 miles of the surface 

n KAWAIHAE, mercury and 
nd a modified chloride/magnesiu 

ity east of Kawaihae Bay. Higher than 

general area is considered to be ab 

urveys, groundwater wells 
ggest that a thermal source is located in the vicin- 
resistivities have been found to the northeast of 

which may be associated with an eruptive vent 80,000 
ely that tempe t near Kawaihae, 

A t  KEAAU, preliminary g stry initially su 
nt, but no. resistivity anomalies 
resource in this area is unlikely. 

etected to depths of 3 miles. 

Along the HALEAKALA NORTHWEST RIFT, results of 
ater geochemical data initially suggested that a number of areas were anomalous. Resistiv- 

ity studies, however, were unable to detect any significant indications of a thermal source. The 
probability of a resource being .25 miles of the surface on th  

HALEAKALA SOUTHW he site of the only hist 
olcano. Limited mercury and radon field surveys across the upper and lower southwest rift and 

udies suggest a thermal resource along th is  rift. data from passive seismic and el 
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data as well as 

, although the reso 
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Evaluating data colt 

o Measuring earthtid order to account 

terize well recharge and produ was installed at Barnwell/GEDCO's 

ed to prepare for future interf 

An opportunity to study well re 
roduction on June 2, 1981. Tur 

HGP-A occurred soon after the well was brought 
ion forced shutdown 

is  time stearn flow ra 
luid dropped from a normal 50 percent to 

cent for two or three weeks before gradually returning to 50 percent. Understanding why this 
ns is important for future wellhead generator designs, for HGP-A operatio 

uction tests at  HGP-A 
around the well flashes to steam before it 
"flash front" moves farther -out from the 

wing to the turbogenerator a t  the wellhead 
and fresh groundwater replacing what has been drawn off and being heated from the geothermal 

urce. As long as the well produces, this recharge zone is  relatively stable as are temperatures and 
ncreased pressures and, thus, in less steam 
fluid temperatures, further limiting steam eat loss during pr 

dicator was lowered into Lanipuna-1, located approximately 1,500 feet southwest of 
ble changes in Lanipuna-1 when HGP-A 
ily earthtide variations of approximately 
crease by 4 feet. Heavy rainfall from 

change and strongly suggests some communica- December 2 seems to explai 

Lanipuna-1 after HGP 

ct pressure interfere a- Sperry-Sun pressure se 
pounds per square inch (to 1/10 psi1 was ordered in De 

field-tested for one week by lowering it 1,000 
leted now so th 

bd 





HYDROLOGY, TEMPERATURE, EMISTRY OF WATER IN THE E 
OF KILAUEA 

P R I N C I PA L I NVEST I GAT0 R : 

PROJECT STAFF: Gary McMurtry, Ph.D. 
Frank Peterson, Ph.D. 
Jewelle Imada, B.S. 
Charles Fraley, M.S. 
Douglas Myhre, B.S. 

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics 

ROJECT PERIOD AND 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND OBJE 

peratures, water levels, and che 

o Identify the natu 

Weekly water samples are collect 
County of Hawaii Water Supply Dep and the Miller-Leib Water Company from three 
pumped wells in the Puna District of the 8ig Island. These samples are filtered for particulate matter 
and analyzed for silica, chloride, copper, zinc, arsenic, fluoride, lithium, sulfate, cadmium, manga- 
nese, magnesium, iron, mercury, and selemium. While results have not yet been synthesized, there 
are significant variations in the water chemistry of some wells (lithium, copper, and zinc in one 
well; magnesium, zinc, and arsenic in another; all fourteen elements in a third well) and noticeable 
changes in the amount of particulate matter from some wells which appear to be related to rainfall. 
Temperature versus depth profiles, too, are being obtained in three wells, and single temperatures 
are being measured at the other sites not being supplied by the county and Miller-Leib. Finally, 
data related to thermal and hydrological models are being collected from the state, county, and 
U.S. Geological Survey. 

- 
d 
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work, includes preparing and chara 
necessary for measuring seismic velocity and attenuation and thermal c 

zing basalt samples; acquiring and bling apparatus 
d collecting - 

for possible thermal mod swell as interpretatio Ls 
ARCH PROGRESS AND PROJE 

oject began by characteri 
tion, pore volume, and structure. Identifying these parameters helps explain thermal 
roperties determined d project work and 

f Hawaiian basalt sampl 

hile these studies were being 
lled to test an experimental technique for measuring 

ultrasonic velocity and attenuation in elts. Knowing their variation with temperature and 
frequency can yield important information on the structure of the melt and on related properties 
such as density, compressibility, and velocity. These, in turn, may be useful for differentiating 
magma bodies from surrounding rock and, thus, identifying their size gration, and energy 

, a continuous wav 
nt were acquired and 

Essentially, the techniqu g a thin layer of n two buffer rods 
hich pressure waves are transmitted. Multiple reflections of these waves in the melt layer 

interfere with each other and create resonances. Velocity and attenuation values can be obtained by 
measuring the amplitude of the transmitted wave as a function of either the meltlayer thickness or 
the frequency. Measurements taken i 
compressional velocity and attenuatio been successfully obtained on three Hawaiian basaltic 

steps have been take 
ted Hawaiian basaltic 

iments for meas 

AND MINERALS FROM HG 





and used eight to ten wee 

ermination while others 
ined at-HGP-A and adju 

dium chloride solution 

or discharge brine 

d 2 ppm respectively. Ohia seems to 
their suitability for use in irrigation, 

on anthurium, duckweed,.and ohia 

such as papaya, cucumber, 







avorable position to support and influence 

en deep cold ocean water ( 

a carbon swrc 

at sea, 3.25 miles s 
covered, modified, 







nce Berkeley Laboratory to use a waverider buoy previously used for the OTEC-1 project. 

new wave spectra bration, and returned to Look Labor 

L INVESTIGATOR: 

UHM Department of Ocean Eng 

atthew W. Bonini 
UHM Department of Civil Engine 

CT PERIOD AND 

unding for FY 1981-82: $333 

A 12-inch diameter, high-density hylene pipe at Ke-ahole Point supplies cold water 
a depth of 2,000 feet to laboratories a t  the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii. The pipe 

s along the seafloor to the nearshore zone where it is supported by saddles as it slants up and 
er a low cliff fronting the facility. Even under moderate wave conditions the area where the pipe 

For both logistical and financial , the project site is the 

components; ordering, constructing, and testing data measuring and 
fabricating, and installing a wavemeasuring mast; assembling the 

ipment; designing, 
installing it at the 

EARCH PROGRESS AND PR 

ell propagation 



nstructed to conne 
make the overall te 

s were fabricated and positi 









at can yield solid, liq nd gaseous fuels for a 
sunlight, which plants gae use with water and 
carbohydrates. The lignin and these stored carbo-- 







L, 

harles Sorensson 

d for FY 1982- 
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HNEl SUBCONTRACT: 

waii. The Institute of Gas Technology has been 

t and technical 

n biomass feedstocks to liqu fuels such as oil, LPG, a . HNEl's tasks 

Q Determining present I 
Q Collecting technical, e nd financial data pertaining 

ocioeconomic issues 

crops (kelp and seaweed); trees (eucalyptus, giant koa haole, ohia, and albizia); and grasses (napier 
and guinea). More intensive studies to match cultivation and harvesting requirements with available 
and accessible land areas were then begun. The State Forestry Division of the Department of Land 
and Natural Resources and the University of Hawaii provided information on specific environmental 
requirements for each crop. Additional data came from examining the available literature from the 
United States Department of Agriculture, the University of Hawaii, the 

alth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization of Au 

rainfall, land use zones, 
ership were made for Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, and Mol 

maps showing topogra 

h 

bJ 
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PROGRESS AND P 

Initial work consisted of oratory 3 
Major items from Princeton were'then unpacked, reassembled, and installed: a 5 kW 

xenon-powered downward-facing beam arc-image furnace with 5-foot diameter paraboloidal 
mirrors; five additional 5foot diameter paraboloid searchlight mirrors; n optical system with 
deep ellipsoidal mirrors and a 5 kW Tungsten halogen tamp; a Setarem differential scanning calori- 

Erlab CAPTAI R 

Mettler H51AR bala 
Computerized ( I  BM uisition system; and 

presently in progress. 

CONCENTRATED SOLAR RADIATION 

PR IN CI PAL I NV EST1 GAT0 R : 
UHM/HNEI Coral Industries Professor of Renewable 

PR STAFF: 
UHM Renewable Resources Resear 

PROJECT PERIOD AND 
ING SOURCES: 

, which runs from April 1981 to September 
ded by the U.S. DOE; additional support has 

e National Science Foundation and the Solar 

for FY 1981-82: $1 1,533. 
I Test Facilities Users' Association. 

ECT DESCRIPTION AND OBJE 

While low temperature wood p has been understood 
source of methanol for many years, research in the 1960s suggested that flash pyrolysis-the rapid 

of biomass in a nonoxidative environment-could convert organic materials into more 
fuels and chemicals. Flash pyrolysis, however, requires a high-temperature heat source and 

developmental research on equipment d d operating parameters to a ieve desired product 

37 





bottom inlet passes through this feedstock bed, 
ir particular sizes and densities), and suspends them 

"spouted" to different heights and, thus, drawn off or kft in the reactor to bepyrolyzed. 

After completing cold flow tests timum operating par 
r was designed and built from clear quartz tubing 1 inch in diameter a 

mass is fed into the reactor by a smal 
concentrated in the arc-image furnac 
mass quickly pyrolyzes and the volatile products become entrained in th 
bed. They teave the reactor and are c nsed and saved in cold traps fo 

wn that it i s  capable of prod 
and dried corn cob 
sirups. These sirup 
ethanol, glucose, olefins, and pharmaceuticals. 

xide, 

ting feeder placed on top of the 
s fhrough the transparent watts of the reactor. The bio- 

nitial tests of the reactor h 
the original feedstock wei 

the reactor and have yielded high prop0 
other valuable products includin 
Pyrolysis also results in a gaseous mixture of products made up of carbon mon 
hydrogen, acetylene, ethylene, and small amounts of various other hydrocarbons 

The logical conclusion on and testing o 
eactor in order to determine experimentally the reactor's magnif icati 

product yield and composition. The project continues through FY 1982-83. 

during flash pyrolysis of biomass 
produces a vari energy 
products. 
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ION OF REAC 

d 
AND KINETICS OF CELLULOSE PYR 

V EST1 GAT0 R : 

PROJECT STAFF: 
ewable Resources Research 

FUNDING SOURCE: ill continue through December 
1982. 
Total funding for FY 1981-82: $25,390. 

CT DESCRIPTION AND OB 

Cellulose pyrolysis is extreme1 
ysis of simpler model compounds. Rapid pyrolysis of cellulose produces, as an initial degradation 
product,. levoglucosan, a sugar which is a-simp1 ructural unit of the more complex cellulose 
molecule. In turn, several simpler compounds represent various parts of the levoglucosan structure: 
glycerol, dioxolane, dioxabicyclooctane. Determining the pyrolytic chemistry of these last two 
and combining this informati,on with the known mechanism of glycerol pyrolysis should clarify the 
chemistry of levoglucosan pyrolysis, and 

project has two phase 
ining carefully the p 

CJ Design and con 

8 Selection and pe 

kinetics and mecha 

then cooling them rapidly to prevent furt 

/I 

W 



ation for pyrolysis.- Work 



to-determine the feasibility and 

ssfully retrofitting 

ng conversion, the Toyota 
If months from November 





A 1.8 kW Enettech is installed on a SGfoot tower at Kahuk 
an HNEI Wind Energy Technical Workshop. Below right, a 
Winco and a 300 k W batteries under the En 

45 



state and county- 



c 

rological vans with sensing and recording equipment, hand-held TALA (tethere 

two 15O-foot towers 

on sensors a t  approximately 30-, 90-, and 150-foot 
recording systems collect data on 'magnetic tape at 

Research Program, measures wind speed, wind direction, global insolation, and time of wetness a t  
30 and 60 feet, and a Campbell Scientific CR-21 micrologger records the data a t  6-minute intervals. 

era contract with Pacific Northwest Laboratory of the US. DOE Wind Systems Program, HNE1 

omi-Beach, Molokai, and 

P 





PROJECT PERIOD AND 
FUNDING SOURCE: 

This continuing project was supported during FY 1981-82 by 
state R & D and CIP funds administered 

I funding for FY 1981~82: $ L E J  

ESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVE 

Long-term operating experience with adequate instrumentation and pe 
ering and monitoring are needed to identify and correct, WECS developmental problems and to 
prove WECS reliability so that economics can be accurately calculated and investor risk can be 
reduced. HNEl's Reliability Verification Program has been established to provide and/or encourage 
such testing. And the Wind Energy Applications RD & D Program aims a t  putting wind machines to 
work in diverse applications, electrical and nonelectrical, to solve complex utility-related problems 
as well as to address issues such as installation procedures, storage, corrosion, and output optimiza- 
tion. Tasks for FY 1981-82 include developing and testing a WECS monitoring system, procuring 

y conversion systems, and planning specific applications for these WECS. 

CH PROGRESS AND PRO 

HNEl has purchased ten CR-21 from Campbell Scie 
secure data on installed WECS in Hawaii. This equipment measures wind speed, wind direction, and 
time of wetness as well as kilowatt output, amps, volts, reactive power, and blade-revolutions per 
minute. The system has been designed to document long-term performanc 

inute intervals with cassette tape 

The first effort to put this monit se was successful, 
monitored was poorly sited and installed. HNEl instrumented a 5 kW WECS located in Honokaa 
by another state agency. The Campbell Scientific equipment monitored wind speed and WECS 
performance but collected only I 
is, however, ready to be used. 

re the machine failed. H 

HNEl has acquired several ma ous applications which 
monitoring equipment: 

15 kW Windtech 
15 kW Millville-Hawaii 
9.2 kW TUMAC 
1.8 kW Enertech 
1.5 kW Aeropower 
300 W Dragonfly 
200 W Winco 

Plans are in various stages for their installation and testing. The 15 kW Windtech is scheduled to 
be erected in September 1982 at Kahuku as part of a windhitrogen fertilizer project (see project 
description this section). The 1.8 kW En rtech was installed in July 1982 on a 90-foot tower at  
Kahuku during an HNEl Wind Energy Technical Workshop. Two small 200 W direct current WECS, 
the Dragonfly and the Winco, will also be instrumented and monitored along with the Windtech and 
Enertech a t  Kahuku. The 12 volt DC Aeropower battery charger will either be mounted on a 40- 
foot tower on the roof of a building, 
WECS or be used for classroom trainin 

ly Holmes Hall a t  UHM, 

49 





9.2 kW TUMAC vertical axis wind turbine 

i Natural Energy In& 

Bernard Holst, A.A. 

PROJECT PERIOD AND 

Electric's- (MOECO's) utility grid. Phase I of the project is a preliminary design analysis; Phase II 
consists of evaluating Molokai Electric's newly installed generating system and completing a final 

cific tasks for Phase I include 

8 Collecting meteorological, utility loading, and component co 

8 Developing various syste igurations and performance m 





ECS to power the 

uku Seafood Plantat 

Purchasing W ECS; 
Preparing site and fou 

Installing tower and el 

designs, agreed to make major modifi 





ayne Thiessen, B.S. 

ngela Topliss, B.S. 

Mauro Vidal, B.S. 
UHM Department of Ocean Enginee 

PROJECT PERIOD AND ct runs from March 1982 gh June 1983 and 

o Establish appropriate routes for sail-assisted technolog 
environment (wind, wave, and current conditions); 

us newly designed 





t of Meteorolo 

artment of Meteorolo 

CRIPTION AND 

cated in coastal 

designing wind energy conversio 

GRESS AND PROJ 

dapt the kites for 
at 72-f oot in terva 

es were inserted at the breaks. Before each test, the- 
rinsed with deionized water. Each wire was stored in 







crease intensities fro 



I N V EST I GAT0 R 
I SUBCONTRACT: 

itional funds coming from 
waii Department of Planning and Economic Develop- 

overall goal of the Wil ntrator application 

of receivers mounted a t  
s concentrating system, the cells receive about twenty-eight 

times the normal solar intensity and convert that into direct current electrical energy. Each receiver 
(eighteen PV modules or nine on each side) has the capability of producing 450 watts-30 amps a t  
15 volts DC. An electrical power conditioning unit converts DC to usable AC power. For optimal 
system operation, the PV cells are cooled by water passing in series through the hollow centers of al l  
eighty receivers. This water, part of a closed, continually recirculating system with a 3,000 gallon 
storage tank, takes excess t rom the PV cells and transfers it through a heat 
exchanger to  the hospital's e entire 35 kW system is capable of producing 
22,000 kW net and 620, water annually. Electrical storage is  not required 
because variations in the 
tric. A central automated 

ing session, assist- 

nd operating the 
curex with logistics and 

operation and maintenance a 

ROGRESS AND PROJ 

cox PV facility 
curex held training sessions 

and April to detail operation, maintenance, and testing procedures. On May 1,1982, HNEl assumed 
for operation a of the solar phot 

4 2  





onolulu which was part of a redevelopm ram several years ago; 
plex in a new public housing area in Pearl City; and the third is  a forty-year-old ranch home in an 
Hawaiian homestead area on Molokai. Arc0 Solar, Inc., contractor for the project, designed the 

systems to provide the approximate annual energy requirements of the households. The small- 
stem is a nominal 2 kW assembly in the urban home in Kalihi which has gas wa 

4 

ooking. The other two, in larger households in Pearl City and Molokai, are 3.5 k 
lar modules have been used at al l  sites. Fourteen modules were wired in series to 

and these were then paralleled to form the final array. The Kalihi array is composed of four sub- 
arrays while the Pearl City and Molokai sites have eight subarrays each. The direct current which 
these systems produce is  fed to Gemini synchronous inverters and passed through an isolation trans- 
former before being fed to the residence. Meters record system output (to home and utility) and 
utility input, and Hawaiian Electr 
the PV systems. 

Electric provide credit 

HNEl's role during design 
building permits, completing agreements with residents and utilities, 
systems. Tasks for FY 1981 -82 include 

n included critically reviewing designs, acquiring 

o Installing monitoring ent; 

nstalled shortly after the 
h site use two Ca 

data from a variety of sensors and meters for these outputs: insolation; DC 
voltage; total array current; AC power, volt-amps, and AC voltage from the inverters; array tempera- 

m the utility; subarray currents; wind speed and direction; ambient temperature 
. Data, initially collected a t  6-minute intervals, are now collected hourly with 

daily midnight summaries. Semiprocessed data are fed to cassette tape 
computer for compression and k. An HP3000 c 
A sed for final processing 

ety concerns have bee f this project sin 
building department officials, Hawaii Housing Authority officials, 
owners were briefed on the intent of the project and the basic opera 
on safety aspects of the design. The design was thoroughly reviewed for safety of operation and 

ance. After installation, each site received a structural inspection, a safety inspection per- 
two safety inspections b NEI, and at  least one fire inspection. Safety briefings 

with al l  concerned indivi s, including residents and neighbors of residents, and 
ssing safety were distributed to all. Residents' operation and maintenance manuals 
pletely explain al l  pe 

to the systems' per 

the project when 

safety procedures. 

ce in real-world situations 
ysis programs continue and develop. After one year of operation, the systems appear 
reliable with no ro r signs of degradation. Several electrical - - u  





behaved sporad ica I I y with resu 

satisfactorily since. A shunt problem, consisting of corrosion product build-up at  the terminals with 

incorrect operating procedures during initial data collection resulted in data losses. With experience, 

ACULTURE SYS 

Although various methods o cultivation are used 

ture systems to stimulate production of a fresh water prawn, Macrobrachiurn rosenbergii, and 
tilapia. Because these and many other organisms grow faster at  slightly elevated temperatures, the 
project system is designed to provide heated water with a steady temperature of about 4 O F  above 
ambient readings. Tasks include installing a solar heating system at the Aquaculture Demonstration 

onolulu Community College and docum 

fforts for this proje 
taic panels to operate system pumps and solar collectors to h culating water. 

Then, the following items were purchased to complete the installation: eight solar collectors 
(sealed Air FW 40); one sealed Air K-1 system kit; two temperature sensors and automatic control 
systems; two Sta-Rite pumps (1/6 H t water storage 'e*) 
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ORROSION PROTECTION E ENERGY SYSTEMS - 

L J  
UHM Department of Mechani 

Raymond Lam, B.S. 
Rais Azhar, M.S. 

rtment of Mechani 

during FY 1981-82 and FY 1982-83. Atmos- 

PROJECT DESCRIPTJON AND OBJECTIVES 

The overall goal of this project is to develop a basic understanding of the mechanisms of cor- 
rosion which could hinder development of Hawaii's renewable energy resources. The current project 
focuses on corrosivity of brine from the university's HGP-A geothermal well and on atmospheric 
corrosion in Manoa Valley and a t  Ke 

ource sites in the st 

The HGP-A geothermal well p 

, inland and coastal area 
- 

o-phase fluid consisting of steam and hot water. 
steam is used in energy generation, and the hot water, which has considerable potential value as 
at  source for industrial drying processes or similar applications, is brought to ambient pressure 
brine flash chamber, enters a silica settling pond, and is eventually discarded. Obtaining engi - 
ing data on corrosion rates in the secondary steam and hot water 

of materials for pipes, valves, heat ther equipment 

Wind energy conversion sy ectors are also exp ere corrosion in 
salt-laden marine atmosphere. Exposure testing of common construction materials, origi- 

ational Labors- ly done as part of a nationwide testing program for solar collectors by A 
entify corrosion-resistant materials for these renewable energy 

or corrosion measurement also identifies the most efficient on 
prove them for rapi ivity of a particular environment. 

RCH PROGRESS 

sion experiments were pe 
twenty-f ive corrosion coupons to the secondary steam o 
water in the silica settling pond. The samples were re 
evaluated by conventional weight loss and metallographic methods. Results to date 

he steam is  very corrosive and that i ts  corrosiveness depends considerably on which 
lfide abatement method is used upstream. Only titanium; highly alloyed stainless steels 

such as AL-GX, Avesta 254 SMO, and Jessop 700; and some high nickel alloys in the Hastelloy 
family show complete resistance erials tested so far deteriorate severely in a short 
period of time. The hot water i , and i t s  attack on related to the 

__ 
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to be resistant as are titanium and the higher a 

rison of results from th 

, too, has gone into 

candle collected approxi- 
nd about eight times more 

inc corrosion rates a t  the 
rmine the relative corro- 

a t  Ke-ahole than at  Holmes 
sites. Thus, this inexpensive 

different geographic lo 

HYDROGEN STORAGE IN TR 

yce E. Liebert, Fh.D. 
UHM Department of Mecha 

DESCRIPTION AN 

pressures would provide an econom 
rogen storage procedures and would 

newable energy resources 
I oxides with structures 

_L 

a number of transi- 
hydrogen without 





UHM/HNEI ELECTRIC VEHICLE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

N V EST I GAT0 R : 

PROJECT STAFF: 
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute 

UHM Transportation Services 

UHM Department of Electrical Engineering 
James Otsu ka, B.S. 

Ld 

PROJECT PERIOD AND 
FUNDING SOURCES: 

four-year project has been ed by U.S. DOE with 
cost sharing from HNEl since FY 1979-80. 

ta t  funds for FY 1981-82: $50,019 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND 

During the first year of this four-year program, vehicles were selected and road-readied; 
drivers and mechanics were trained; and charging stations were installed. The vehicles, purchased 
from Jet Industries of Austin, Texas, include five converted Dodge Omni sedans, five converted 
Ford Courier pickup trucks, and five converted Dodge passenger vans and are part of a fleet oper- 
ated and maintained by UHM Transportation Services. Organizations within the UH system now 
regularly operate EVs assigned to -them and keep records of vehicle performance: acceleration, 
range, energy consumption, payload capacity, maximum speed, battery life, safety, maintenance 
requirements, user response,-and similar information. The goals of this long-term road testing are to 
help optimize EV systems and components and expedite EV commercialization by identifying 
problems experienced by users and by defining equipment limitations under realistic operating 
conditions. Tasks for FY 1981 -82 include 

8 Restoring to full operation al l  vehicles requiring servi 

o Improving battery box ventil 
accumulated hydrogen gas; 

o Training additional drivers in order to keep the EV 
continuing; 

o Expanding the public awareness program by providing 
tages, lim itations, safety ~ precau tions, operationa 
data; 

lacement parts; 

to minimize the possibility of explosions from 

o Assisting with a legi e resolution to adopt EVs for state 
agencies. 

RESEARCH PROGRESS AND PROJECT STATUS 

Every effort was made to restor to full operation defective ve 
tries a t  the end of 1980. long delays in receiving replacement parts not available locally and several 
serious problems found in the vehicles have hampered repair efforts, however. The five 1400 vans, 
which were defective when they arrived, were thoroughly examined to determine that the main 
problem involved malfunctioning chargers which overcharged the batteries. External timers were 
designed and installed on the charging stations a t  a minimal cost as a temporary solution until L, 



emonstrations were 

s for state and count 



for flow boiling heat transfer to the selected working fluid. Thus, the objectives of this study are to 
collect data needed to formulate the design equation of heat transfer for a Freon-1 1 boiler; to deter- 
mine the effect of heat flux, mass velocity, and wall superheat on the average flow boiling heat 
transfer coefficient of Freon-17; and to formulate a correlation equati 

Q Modifying the 





This model will be a refinement and extension of the ground transportation section of the 
Hawaii Integrated Energy Assessment (HI EA) demand model which was designed to project energy 
uses for each county to the year 2005. The refinements proposed in this research will make possible 
explicit analysis of variables such as higher efficiency standards for automobiles, conservation poli- 
cies, and responses to price changes in vehicles and fuel. Tasks for the project include 

., 

o Searching al l  literatur d to previous transportation studies f 

o Collecting and compi 

o Refining the d 

o Runningdem - 

RESEARCH PROGRESS AND PR 

While previous studies relate this subject have been co 
al levels, assumptions used in those studies are not realistic for Hawa position and use of 
the vehicle fleet differ significantly from mainland patterns. Thus, every effort has been made to 
collect demographic, socioeconomic, and fleet-related data specific to Hawaii. First, information on 
vehicle miles driven per car per county during 1979-80 was collected from the Hawaii Department 
of Planning and Economic Development. Data from the U.S. Census for 1970 and 1980 were col- 
lected and compiled on numbers of licensed drivers, their ages, their working and driving habits, and 
related demographic and socioeconomic statistics. Arrangements were also made with Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, which has compiled transportation information for al l  fifty states, for copies 
of their files on Hawaii's vehicle fleet from 1970 through 1980, on gasoline consumption, on motor 
vehicle sales, etc. Thus, data are now collected and will be incorpo to the demand model 
after necessary refinements are completed. 

MOLOKAI COMMUNITY ENE AGEMENT PROGRAM 

PRINCIPAL 1NVESTIGATOR Paul C. Yuen, Ph.D. 
R HNEI SUBCONTRACT: UHM College of Engineering 

Arthur Seki, M.S. 
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i Natural Energy Institute 

1981, the National Cen PROJECT PERIOD AND 
FUNDING SOURCE: logy awarded a one-year contract to Maui County for this 

project. HNE I has a subcontract to complete several program 
tasks as do Maui Economic Opportunity, Inc., Molokai 
Electric Co., and the State Energy Office. 
Total funds for FY 1981-82: $6,285. 

ECT DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this program is to are an implementation plan for conservation and L, 
79 



gy conservation and alternate energy 
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sources to use in an HNEI-d 
oil companies, Hawaii Data 
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ydrocarbon fuels 
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awaii. Representatives from the Hawaii Department of Land and 

infall, other envi- 
ronmental concerns, nursery and plantation requirements and specifications, harvesting techniques, 
and various agricultural options to determine the economic -and technical feasibility of a nursery 
and plantations a t  specific Big Island sites, Kapaau, Kukaiau, an 
workshop are reported in Hydropyrolysis of Biomass to Produce L 

ong key participants in 

other renewable energy resources. 

ATION OF THE NATURAL 

of this workshop, sponsor 
ersity of Hawaii, and the Office of Research 

hating R & D capabilities at  NEtH, recommending R & D 
tial customers, and establishing an inventory of 

I communities. 

Administration a t  UHM, inc 
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